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Our last event of 2009 was a fun shoot and in spite of the unseasonable weather, we had 12 participants.
I set up the range on Saturday with the help of Gary and Karen Moore fellow WWWCA members. We set up our full
complement of targets - falling disks, spinners, paper targets, air gun silhouettes, and field targets – to accommodate both
pistol and rifle shooters.
When we arrived at the club Sunday morning, the temperature was 30 degrees. We saw the sun a few times, and by the end
of the shoot it had reached a balmy 48 degrees. The range opened at 9:00 AM following our standard schedule. Alan Wong
joined us for the first time, and longtime shooters Dan and Kim Delproposto brought along their daughter Allison to the
event. Gary Moore brought a young friend and Thomas Gore, owner of Vortek was also in the group. Our regular shooters,
Fritz, Phil, and Andy also enjoyed the event. We finished around 1 PM and some of us met in the clubhouse afterwards for
some food and conversation.
A special thanks to everyone for helping us close down the range and pick up all the targets and equipment when we were
finished shooting. It takes much less time to complete the task with more hands and your help is greatly appreciated.
Thanks to everyone who attended our 2009 events and hope to see you all next year. Future plans include some work on the
field target course, along with electrical improvements. With your continued participation in WWWCA air gun events, we
can keep this sport and our club going.
Tim Engelhardt
WWWCA Air Gun Chairman
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